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Us&act. Extending some proof techniques from 123 and [3] we solve an open problem 
and prove that every two equivalent DOL systems have a regular true envelope. 
from [l] 
1. Introduction 
This paper pursues further the research started in [2] and 133. Its aim is to 
demonstrate further the usefulness of elementary homomorphisms and proof tech- 
niques around them for solving (using ‘systematic’ proof techniques) various prob- 
lems concerning DOL systems. In particular we solve an open problem from [l] and 
prove that every two equivalent DOL systems have a true regular envelope. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the rudiments of automata theory and 
the rudiments of the theory of DOL systems. Also we assume the reader to be familiar 
with 131. 
2. Prebhmries 
Throughout the paper we use standard language theoretic terminology. Perhaps 
the following notation deserves pecial mentioning: 
(i) If K is a finite set, then #K denotes its cardinality. For an integer x, /xl] 
denotes its absolute value. 
(ii) For a word cy, Ia 1 denotes its length and Sub(a) denotes the set of all subwords 
of cy. For a language K, Sub K = UCrpK Sub(a). 
(iii) HOM(X, A) denotes the set of all homomorphisms from C* into A *. The 
composition of homomorphisms h 1, . . . , hk, applied in this order, k written as 
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hk . l l hl. For a homomorphism h in HOM(& A), maxr(h) = 
max{laI : (~M?d~) = a]}. For a set of homomorphisms H, Sem(H) denotes the 
semigroup generated by H. 
Next we introduce some terminology and notation which is useful when dealing 
with homomorphisms. 
Definition 1. Let h, g E HOM(C, A). 
(1) A language K E C* is an identifying setfor h, g if h(ar ) = g(cw ) for every (Y in K. 
‘We say then that h equals g on K and write h = Kg. Similarly if r = OO,O~, . . . is a 
sequence of words, we say that h equals g on 7 if h = ~3 where K, is the set of all 
words that occur in the sequence T; we write then h = Tg. 
(2) A language K c C* is the maximal identifying set for h, g, denoted as 
MID(h, g), if K = {a EC” : h(ar) = g(a)}. 
(3) If K is an identifying set for h, g and there exists a constant C such that, for 
every prefix (respectively subword) cu of K, we have 111 h(cu)l - Ig(ex)l II < C, then we say 
that h, g are prefix balanced (respectively subword balanced) on K. Since it follows 
directly from the definition that h, g are prefix balanced on K if and only if h, g are 
subword balanced on K, we will simply say that h, g are balanced on K. 
(4) The balanced family of h, g, denoted as BAL(h, g), is the family consisting of 
all these subsets of MID(h, g) on which h and g are balanced. For 2 in BAL(h, g), 
b(Z, h, g) denotes the minimal constant C such that II Ih( - lg(a)I II < C for all 
subwords ac of 2. 
(5) Let k be a nonnegative integer. The k-delayed identifying set for h, g denoted 
as MIDk(h, g), is defined by 
It is easy to see that given h, g and k there exists a finite automaton which accepts 
MIDk(h, g). One simply keeps an information about the ‘current delay between h 
and g’ in a state; since the length of such a delay cannot exceed k a finite number of 
states suffices. We leave the formal proof of this result to the reader. 
Theorem 1. MIDk (h, g) is a regular set for arbitrary homorphisms h, g and an 
arbitrary nonnegative integer k. 
Next let 
systems. 
us recall fro:m [l] the notion ofa (regular) true envelope for a pair of DOL 
Dedinition 2. Let G1 == (2, hl, O) and Gz = (Z, h2, o) be DOL systems. A language K 
is a true envelope for Gl, GZ if 
(i) L(G1) c K and L(G2) E K, 
(ii) EC c MID(hl, h2). 
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K is called a regular true envelope for G1, Gz if K is a regular language and a true 
envelope for G1, G2. 
We end this section by recalling that under the DOL sequence equivalence problem 
we understand the following decision problem: 
“Is it decidable whether or not two arbitrary DOL systems generate the same 
sequences?“. 
3. Balanced Homomorphisms 
In this section we investigate s veral situations in which a pair of homomorphisms 
is balanced on a language. 
We start by noticing the following result’. (Since the result is easy to prove its proof 
is omitted.) 
Theorem 2. Let h = Kg where K is a tegulat language. Tfhen K E BAL(h, g). 
Our next result says essentially that the property of being balanced carries over 
through closures of homomorphic diagrams; the result hat is needed very much for 
the proof of our main theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let fl, gl, hl, fz, g2, h2 be homomorphisms and let Z be a language such 
that 
(1) fi and f2 are A-free, 
(2) hlft = gl and h2f2 = g2, and 
(3) Z E Wfi, fd nB(gl, gd)- 
men fdZ) =f2(z) E Bh hd- 
Proof. (i) We start with the following observation: Let &, 42 be homomorphisms, 
X E B(&, 42) and let b(X 41~42) =n. Let 0 E X and let y = #I(@) = #2(p). Let Q 
be an occurrence in 0 and let Lk, LI, Rip Ri for k, 1, i, j E {1,2}, k # 2, i # j, be 
occurrences in y such that 
- Lk is the leftmost occurrence iny that is derived by & from Q, 
- Li is the leftmost occurrence in y that is derived by 41 from Q, 
- Ri is the rightmost occurrence in y that is derived by 4i from Q, and 
-RI is the rightmost occurrence in y that is derived by 4j from Q, where 
-L, is not positioned further to the left than Lk, and 
- Ri is not positioned further to the right than Rk 
1 It is rather clear from [l] that Theorem 2 was known tc the authors of [l). 
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Then the distance between Lk and Rj is not larger than m + 2n, where m = 
maxbaxhh), m&42)). 
Proof of (i), 
8 
The situation is the best illustrated by Fig. 1. 
Thus we have a ‘triangle’ rooted at Q and with the base spreading from Lk to &. 
SinceX E B(&, 42) the distance berween Lk and Ll and the distance between Ri and 
Rj are both bounded Ly b(X, &I,&). On the other hand the distance between LI and 
Ri is bounded by m. Consequently the distance between Lk and Rj is bounded bJP 
m+2n. 
(iij Let Q! E 2, o = f&t) = f&t) and w = gl(a) = hlf&x) = h&(a). The situation is 
the best illustrated by Fig. 2 where 
-k r, s, i,i&2), 
-A is an arbitrary occurrence ino, 
-0, E are ancestors ofA in ac with respect to fi and f2 where E is not to the left of D, 
-F is the leftmost among all the occurrences in CO that are derived from D by either 
fl orf2, 
- G is the rightmost among all the occurrences in o that are derived from E by either 
fi or f2, 
- B is the leftmost among all the occurrences in 7~ that are derived from A by either 
hl or k, 
- C is the rightmost among all the occurrences in w that is derived from A by either 
hl or k, 
- H is the leftmost among all the occurrences in 7~ that is derived from D by either gl 
or h2, 
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Fig. 2. 
is rightmost among all the occurrences in 7~ that is derived from E by either gl 
orf g2* 
(ii.1) First we prove the following: the distance between D and E is not larger than 
u =2 8 (2 l rzf+mf), where = b(Z, fi, f2) and mf = max{maxr( fd, maxr(f2)). 
Proof of (ii.1). Since fl and f2 are propagating it suffices to show that the distance 
between F and G is bounded by 2. (2 0 nf + mf). But this follows from (i), because the 
distance between F and G is formed by merging two ‘triangles’ as in Fig. 1 with tops 
at D and E respectively whose bases overlap (at least at point A). 
(ii.2) Now to prove the theorem it suffices to show that the distance between B
and C is not larger than a certain constant dependent on fi, f2, gl, g2, hl and h2 
only. 
However the distance between B and C is not larger than the distance between H
and I. But (i) implies that the distance between H and I is not larger than 
x 9 (2 l ng + m,) where n, = b(Z, gl, g2), m, =max{maxr(gI), maxr(g2)) and x is the 
distance between D and E. Then from (ii.1) it follows that the distance between H
and I is not larger than v = u . (2 . n, + m,) and consequently he distance between B
and C is not larger than v. Since A was chosen to be an arbitrary occurrence in6.1 it
means that hI, ha are balanced on fi(Z) = f2(2) and as a matter of fact 
b( fi(Z), hl, h2) s 2 l (2 l nf + mf) l (2 l n, + who 
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4. Regular true envelopes for equivalent DOL systems 
In this section we prove the main result of this paper: every two equivalent DOL 
systems have a regular true envelope. We start by examining the situation for the case 
of elementary DOL systems. 
The following result was proved in [3]. 
Theorem 4. If h, g are elementary homomorphisms, then MID( h 1, h2) is a regular 
language. 
This combined with Theorem 2 yields: 
Corollary 2. Every two equivalent elementury DOL systems have a regular true 
envelope. 
However in general MID(h, g) is not a regular language as is shown by the 
following example. 
Example 1. Let C = {a, 6) and let h, g E HOM (Z, 2) be defined by h(a) = a, h(b) = 
aa, g(a) = aa, g(b) = a. Then obviously 
MID(h, g)={ad*: #,(a)= #&R)} 
which is not a regular language. 
Consequently to prove that every two equivalent DOL systems have a regular true 
envelope we will simplify not elementary DOL systems and reduce the problem to 
elementary DOL systems. To do it we need the following result which, for the 
restricted case of simplifiable homomorphisms, generalizes Theorem 9 from [3]. 
(Since one can prove Theorem 5 by a slight modification of Theorem 9 from [3], its 
proof is omitted.) 
Theorem 5. Let hl, hZ E HOM(X, 2) where at least one of hl, hZ is simplifiable. There 
exists a sequence il, . . . , ik of elements from (I, 2) and homomorphisms f, ~1, p2 such 
that 
and homomorphisms p1 , P2, 
effectively given, then il, . . . 
hIpI, h2p2, fpl, fp2 are elementary. Moreover 
, ik, f, ~1, p2 can be effectively constructed. 
Now we can prove the main result of this paper. 
if hl, h2 are 
Theorem 6. Every two equivalent DOL systems have a regular true envelope. 
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Proof. Let G1= (2, hl, w), G2 = (S, 
. . . and 8(G2) = OF), oi2), . . . . 
By Theorem 2 it suffices to demonstrate that K E BAL(hl, h2), because then 
K s MIDb(K,h,.hz) (hl, hz). 
(i) If G1 and G2 are elementary, then the theorem is implied by Corollary 2. 
(ii) Let at least one of G1, GZ be simplifiable. Let il, . . . , ik, f, pl, p2 satisfy the 
statement of Theorem 5. Let gl = hIhi, . l l hi, and g2 = h2hi, l . l hi, and let for 
1 s i s 290 sj s k, Gi,j = (& gig aji’ ). It is easy to see that 8(G1) = g(G2) if and only 
if, for every OS+ k, 8(Gi,j) = %(Gz,j). (A formal proof of this fact is provided in 
[3].) Thus it suffices to show that, for every 0 <j s k, 
Mj = L(G1.j) = L(G2.j) E BAL(hl, h2). 
Theorem 5 implies that we have the situation described in Fig. 3. 
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Since L(G1.j) = L(Gz,j), the ‘inside’ elementary DOL systems 
H1.j = (A, fpl, f k# 1) and H2.j = (4 fpa f <op’h 
are equivalent (where A is an alphabet hrough which gl and g2 are simplified into 
& p3 and f, pz respectively). 
Let 2’ = L(Hl,j) = L(H2.j) and rj = E(Hl,j) = E(H2.j). Since pr = T92 and hIpI= 
,,h2p2, by Corollary 2 and Theorem 2 we have that 
Zi E (BAL(PI, pd fi BUhlpi, hzpd)- 
But then Theorem 3 implies that (note that ~1, p2 are elementary and so A -free) 
pr(Z’) = p&) E BAL(hl, hz). However Mj differs from PI(&) = pz(Z’j) by a finite set 
of words only and so &fj E BAL(hl, h2). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
In this paper we have further investigated simplifications of homomorphisms 
studied already in [2,3]. We have further illustrated the usefulness of the elementary 
homomorphisms and some proof techniques concerning them by solving an open 
problem from [l]: we show that every two equivalent DOL systems have a true 
regular envelope. As indicated already in [l] this provides an alternative (to this in [ 1) 
and ako to this in [2]) proof that the DOL sequence equivalence problem is 
decidable. 
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